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Abstract This paper presents an agent-based model of the emergence and evolution of a
language system for Boolean coordination. The model assumes the agents have cognitive
capacities for invention, adoption, abstraction, repair and adaptation, a common lexicon for
basic concepts, and the ability to construct complex concepts using recursive combinations
of basic concepts and logical operations such as negation, conjunction or disjunction. It also
supposes the agents initially have neither a lexicon for logical operations nor the ability to
express logical combinations of basic concepts through language. The results of the experiments we have performed show that a language system for Boolean coordination emerges
as a result of a process of self-organisation of the agents’ linguistic interactions when these
agents adapt their preferences for vocabulary, syntactic categories and word order to those
they observe are used more often by other agents. Such a language system allows the unambiguous communication of higher-order logic terms representing logical combinations of
basic properties with non-trivial recursive structure, and it can be reliably transmitted across
generations according to the results of our experiments. Furthermore, the conceptual and
linguistic systems, and simplification and repair operations of the agent-based model proposed are more general than those defined in previous works, because they not only allow
the simulation of the emergence and evolution of a language system for the Boolean coordination of basic properties, but also for the Boolean coordination of higher-order logic terms
of any Boolean type which can represent the meaning of nouns, sentences, verbs, adjectives,
adverbs, prepositions, prepositional phrases and subexpressions not traditionally analysed
as forming constituents, using linguistic devices such as syntactic categories, word order
and function words.
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1 Agent-Based Models of Language Emergence and Evolution
The question of the origins and evolution of language has received much interest in the last
two decades. It has been approached from different disciplines such as anthropology, historical linguistics, evolutionary biology or artificial intelligence. In particular, in artificial intelligence agent-based models, implemented and tested in computer simulations, have been
used to study the emergence and evolution of language [23], [9], [33], [12]. Depending on
whether these models emphasise the role of biological evolution or the role of cultural evolution, agent-based models can be classified into two areas: Biolinguistics, which assumes
that the structure of language is determined to a large extent by biological aspects [18];
and Evolutionary Linguistics, which supposes that language is primarily shaped by cultural
factors [36,48].
Agent-based models involve a population of autonomous agents that interact with each
other playing language games. A language game [58] is typically an interaction between two
agents, a speaker and a hearer. The speaker has a communicative goal, conceptualises the
world for language, transforms this conceptualisation into an utterance, and communicates
that utterance to the hearer. The hearer tries to parse the utterance, reconstruct its meaning,
and map it onto its own internal representation of the world. Speaker and hearer normally
use extralinguistic means to determine the outcome of a language game and, depending on
that outcome, employ different strategies to expand and adapt their internal languages in
order to be more successful in future language games.
The agents in these models are initially endowed with some cognitive abilities that are
assumed to be necessary to take part in the particular language game studied and to develop
a language system that enables the population to succeed in their linguistic interactions (e.g.
the ability to construct complex concepts, or to use and detect linguistic devices such as word
order, syntactic categories or case markers). In the simulations, the agents are made to play a
series of language games where they configure possible language systems and try them out.
The goal of the experiments is to find out whether the population as a whole communicates
effectively, and to observe the conceptualisations and linguistic constructions that emerge in
the population as a result of the processes of collective invention and negotiation, as well
as the evolution over time of several features of the emerging language systems, such as the
average size of the agents’ lexicons, the vocabulary and grammatical constructions preferred
by the population, or the stability of such language systems across different generations.
Constructing agent-based models of different aspects of language emergence and evolution, and testing their effectiveness through agent-based simulations or robotic experiments
is not only useful for understanding the origins and evolution of language, it also provides
valuable insight for guiding the design of truly autonomous agents which should be able to
construct symbolic representations of unpredictable environments by themselves, and communicate such representations to human or artificial agents using some form of natural language. In particular, a large body of work on the origins and evolution of language has been
concerned with the grounding of language, i.e. how words and sentences get their meaning [44,53, 51,48]. Language acquisition and language use play a very important role in the
development of grounded representations, which is one of the major outstanding problems
facing Artificial Intelligence (AI) according to [57], who state that ”The lack of a comprehensive understanding of grounding is a major impediment to the development of genuinely
intelligent systems that can generate their own representations and that know what they are
doing”, and also that ”A sound grounding capability provides basic infrastructure for cognition and intelligence. Consequently, how, and how well an agent is grounded is of significant
interest and crucial importance in AI.”
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Theories of language evolution study language change at two different levels: that of
language systems and that of language strategies. Language systems capture the regularity
observed in some part of the vocabulary or the grammar of a language [47], for example,
colour terms, case markers, tense-aspect distinctions or coordination. Language systems
group a set of paradigmatic choices both on the side of meaning (the conceptual system)
and on the side of form (the linguistic system). The conceptual system contains the semantic
distinctions that are expressible in the language system and can therefore be used as building
blocks for conceptualisation. The linguistic system includes the syntactic categories, lexicon
and/or grammatical constructions necessary to turn a conceptualisation into a concrete utterance. Linguists call the approach underlying a language system a language strategy. A
natural language, such as Chinese, English or Spanish, comprises many different language
systems, which are closely integrated.
Agent-based experiments in evolutionary linguistics aim to explain how particular language systems and language strategies may emerge and evolve [50]. Examples of language
systems that have been studied using agent-based models are: (1) case systems to express the
role of participants in events [46,7]; (2) tense-aspect distinctions [21]; (3) agreement markers to group words together [8]; (4) word-order-based phrase-structure to indicate how the
arguments of different properties and relations in an utterance relate to each other [52, 19];
or (5) vocabularies in co-evolution with semantic categories [51, 31, 32].
In this paper we study the emergence and evolution of a language system for coordination, a linguistic phenomenon which involves combining syntactic categories using coordinators like and, or and but, in order to communicate logical combinations of certain
concepts. A range of different categories may undergo coordination, as can be seen in the
following examples:
a. Terry [np\s [jumps] and [runs]].
b. Jo read the [n [book] or [magazine]].
c. John ran [s\s [in Pittsburgh yesterday] and [in Cleveland today]].
d. [s/np [Joan bought] or [Peter found]] the dog.
e. After the fight, John was [n/n [bloody] but [unbowed]].
The fundamental principle of coordination is that any pair of categories of the same
Boolean type can be coordinated to produce a result of the same category [11]. A Boolean
type is simply one that eventually produces a Boolean category after applying to all of its
arguments. In fact, any category producing a nominal or sentential result is Boolean. Thus,
nouns, sentences, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, prepositional phrases and verbs, among
others, can be coordinated.
The previous examples share the property that the coordinator appears as a Boolean
operator that has been distributed past the coordinate categories. For example, ‘Terry and
Sandy studied’ can be read as ‘Terry studied and Sandy studied’, where the Boolean operator
applies not only to the proper nouns but to the complete coordinate clauses. This form of
coordination, known as Boolean coordination and exhibited by the previous sentences, is
the type of coordination we will focus on.
There is also a different type of coordination, often referred to as nonBoolean coordination, that falls outside the scope of this paper. Examples of nonBoolean coordination are
‘Terry and Sandy met’, ‘Broke is strong enough to carry Jody and Francis’, ‘the dogs and
the cats fought’ or ‘the professors and the dean met’. To represent the meaning of these sentences, a scheme is needed to coordinate noun phrases to produce sets, which can then be
interpreted collectively or distributively. Furthermore, such scheme must be able to account
for examples coordinating singular and plural noun phrases, as in the examples.
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Boolean coordination is not only an interesting and well studied linguistic phenomenon,
understanding how logical combinations of concepts can be constructed and communicated
using language is of great value to AI. Logical operations such as negation, conjunction or
disjunction allow building complex concepts from simpler ones. Logical combinations are
frequently used in natural language descriptions of objects, events, actions and situations,
as well as in the definition of new concepts from previous ones. The ability to construct
and communicate logical combinations plays, therefore, a crucial role in the construction
of sound grounded representations by autonomous agents from their interactions with the
environment and other agents. Logical operations are also very important for intellectual
development [38], because they allow the generation of structured units of meaning and lay
the foundations for deductive reasoning. In [39, 40], we proposed a language game called
the evaluation game and used it to study the emergence of logical operations, such as conjunction, negation or disjunction, from a semantic point of view. In the present paper, we
focus on the linguistic expression of logical combinations, using syntactic devices such as
syntactic categories, word order and function words.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Firstly, we describe the conceptual system
of a language system for Boolean coordination. In particular, we specify the formalism the
agents use to represent the concepts they try to communicate in the language game studied
in this paper, which addresses the communication of logical combinations of basic concepts.
Secondly, we present the linguistic system of a language system for Boolean coordination.
Specifically, we introduce the grammatical formalism the agents use to represent the syntactic categories and lexicon they construct during the simulations, and the linguistic devices
they may use to express the relation between the Boolean operator of a logical combination
and its arguments in a sentence. Thirdly, we describe the particular type of linguistic interaction that allows the agents to construct a language system for Boolean coordination, paying
special attention to cognitive abilities for invention, adoption, abstraction, repair and adaptation. Fourthly, we present the results of some experiments which study the emergence of
such a language system and its transmission across generations. And finally, we summarise
the main contributions of the paper.

2 Conceptual System
We consider a scenario in which a group of agents try to communicate about subsets of
objects of the set of all the objects pasted on a white-board situated in front of them [49].
We assume the agents are capable of detecting some properties of the objects, e.g. whether
they are light, dark, or in upper, lower, left or right position. These properties allow them to
build perceptually grounded representations of the subset of objects that constitutes the topic
of the language game they participate in at a given moment. For the purposes of this paper,
such properties are represented by unary predicate symbols (or constants of type Ind → Bool
of higher-order logic1 ) in the agents’ memories. In particular, the formalism the agents use
to represent the meanings they build during the simulations is the simply typed λ -calculus,
and specifically higher-order logic.
We also suppose that, at the beginning of a simulation run, the agents have already learnt
to perform some Boolean operations, such as negation(¬), conjunction(∧) or disjunction(∨),
at the semantic level. These operations are represented in their memories using logical con1 Bool is the type of Boolean values and Ind the type of individuals. See section 2.1.1 for a definition of
symple types in the λ -Calculus.
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nectives such as and, not and or, or more generally the polymorphic coordination combinators Coorσ (and) and Coorσ (or) defined in section 3.2, and the negation operator Negσ
defined in section 3.3. These logical operators allow the agents to build complex meanings
such as ‘the objects which are either up or to the left, but not both’, which is
a logical combination of basic properties and can be represented by the higher-order logic
term2 λ x.and(or(up(x))(le(x)))(not(and(up(x))(le(x)))).
Furthermore we assume that, at the beginning of a simulation run, the agents have a
common lexicon for referring to basic properties. However, they do not have lexical entries
for logical operators (e.g. and,not,or). Therefore, they cannot communicate the logical
terms they can construct with such operators to other agents. The goal of the simulations
is that the agents learn to express such complex meanings and jointly construct a set of
linguistic conventions that allows the communication of higher-order logic terms expressing
Boolean combinations of basic concepts.

2.1 Simply Typed λ -Calculus
The λ -calculus offers an elegant solution not only to the problem of providing denotations
for the basic expressions of a language but also for productively composing these basic
meanings into larger units. It was invented by Church [13], with the goal of defining a
uniform language with which to describe functions. But in this paper, we will apply it to
natural-language: firstly, as a formalism in which to represent the meanings of the basic expressions of a language; and secondly, as the compositional method that defines the meaning
of higher-order logic terms expressing logical combinations of basic concepts in terms of
the meanings of these concepts.
2.1.1 Simple Types
In first-order logic there are two types of expressions: terms and formulas. In the simply
typed λ -calculus there are infinitely many types of expressions. These types are all constructed from a finite set of basic types. A common choice of basic types in linguistics
consists of a type Bool of Boolean values for propositions and a type Ind of individuals. The
full set of types is then built up hierarchically by closing the set of basic types under the
construction of total function types.
Definition 1 (Simple Types) From a nonempty set BasTyp of basic types, the set Typ of types
is the smallest set such that
a. BasTyp ⊆ Typ
b. (σ → τ) ∈ Typ if σ , τ ∈ Typ
A type of the form (σ → τ) is said to be a functional type, the elements of which map
objects of type σ onto objects of type τ. For instance, the functional type (Ind → Bool) is
the type of functions from individuals to propositions, or in more familiar terms, the type of
properties or unary predicates. There are types for Boolean operations, e.g. (Bool → Bool)
is the type of unary Boolean functions, usually assigned to the negation operator. We can
also construct second-order types, such as ((Ind → Bool) → (Ind → Bool)), which is the
2 up and le are constants of type Ind → Bool denoting the properties of being in an upper and left position
respectively. If the agents used First Order Logic instead of Higher Order Logic to represent their meanings,
they would approximate the meaning of this noun phrase by using formula (up(x) ∨ le(x)) ∧ ¬(up(x) ∧ le(x)).
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type of a function mapping unary predicates into unary predicates, i.e. a property-modifier
type, which is usually assigned to adjectives, prepositional phrases and relative clauses3 .
2.1.2 λ -Terms
We build up expressions in the λ -calculus out of variables and constants of the various types.
Thus, we assume for each type τ that we have the following sets.
a. Varτ : a countably infinite set of variables of type τ.
b. Conτ : a collection of constants of type τ.
Variables will be employed as in first-order logic to express binding operations such as
quantification, but they will also be used in the construction of new function terms.
Definition 2 (λ -Terms) The collections Termτ of λ -terms of type τ are defined as the smallest sets such that
a. Varτ ⊆ Termτ
b. Conτ ⊆ Termτ
c. α(β ) ∈ Termτ if α ∈ Termσ →τ and β ∈ Termσ
d. λ x.α ∈ Termτ if τ = σ → ρ, x ∈ Varσ and α ∈ Termρ
A term of the form α(β ) is said to be a functional application of α to β . If square is
a constant of type Ind → Bool and o1 is a constant of type Ind, then square(o1 ) will be a
term of type Bool. Similarly, if upper is a constant of type (Ind → Bool) → (Ind → Bool),
then4 upper(square) will be a term of type Ind → Bool, and upper(square)(o1 ) a term of
type Bool. A term of the form λ x.α is said to be a functional abstraction. The λ -calculus
gets its name from the original notation involving Greek letter λ , used by Church in the
definition of abstraction terms. Application must always involve a functional type, while
abstraction always produces a functional type. For instance, assuming x and r1 are a variable
and a constant of type Ind, and move is a constant of type Ind → (Ind → Bool), we have an
abstraction term such as λ x.move(x)(r1 ), which denotes a function from individuals to the
proposition that they were moved by r1 .
In this paper we will only use unary functions, although they may apply to a single
argument to produce a result which itself might be a function. The introduction of n-ary
tuples into the λ -calculus is done by composing pairs (also called products). There are
two operations, commonly referred to as currying and uncurrying that allow mapping back
and forth between functions defined in terms of products and unary functions. The result
of currying a function is to take a function defined on pairs and convert it into a function
that takes the elements of the pair one at a time to produce a result. Conversely, uncurrying
takes a function of type σ → τ → ρ, which applies to an argument of type σ to produce a
function from type τ objects into type ρ objects, and converts it into a function which takes
its arguments of type σ and τ simultaneously in the form of a pair. The important fact to
note is that currying and uncurrying establish a one-to-one relationship between objects of
type σ × τ → ρ and those of type σ → τ → ρ. Thus, adding products to the λ -calculus does
not really provide any additional representational power.
3 When we omit parentheses from functional types, we assume associativity is applied to the right, so that
Ind → Ind → Bool is equivalent to Ind → (Ind → Bool).
4 Assuming square and upper have the standard natural language interpretations, square(o ) will be true
1
if o1 denotes an object that is a square, upper(square) will denote the property of being a square situated in
an upper position, and upper(square(o1 )) will be true if o1 is a square which is in an upper position.
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Following [37], it is common in presentations of natural-language semantics for all functions and relations to be in curried form. Thus rather than treat the moving relation as a binary5 relation of type (Ind × Ind) → Bool, we curry it to produce a higher-order function
of type Ind → Ind → Bool. The benefit of currying from a natural language perspective is
that we have a simple term in the object language, namely move(x), to correspond to the
verb phrase ‘moves x’.

2.2 Higher-Order Logic
By higher-order logic we mean a logic that involves constants and variables of arbitrary
finite type, with every kind of object being a first-class citizen over which quantification
and abstraction may be performed [11]. We treat higher-order logic as an application of the
simply typed λ -calculus. In particular, we assume that the set of basic types of higher-order
logic is BasTyp = {Bool, Ind}. This determines the type theory of higher-order logic.
Definition 3 (Higher-Order Logical Constants) We assume the existence of the following
collection of logical constants
a. not ∈ ConBool→Bool
b. and ∈ ConBool→Bool→Bool
c. eqτ ∈ Conτ→τ→Bool
d. everyτ ∈ Con(τ→Bool)→Bool
e. ιτ ∈ Con(τ→Bool)→τ
The reason these are called logical constants has to do with their receiving fixed interpretations with respect to any model of higher-order logic: not and and are simply the
higher-order analogues of the usual operations of negation and conjunction. The indexed
constant eqτ is interpreted as the equality relation between two objects type τ.
We also have a family of universal generalized quantifiers6 for all types τ. Because λ abstraction is the only way to bind variables in the λ -calculus, quantifiers in higher-order
logic are not treated as binding operators, as is standard in first-order logic. Instead, we treat
quantifiers over objects of type τ as properties of properties of type τ. In particular, if τ =Ind,
constant everyInd is of type (Ind → Bool) → Bool. A formula ∀x(φ ) in first-order logic will
be rendered as everyInd (λ x.φ 0 ), where φ 0 is the translation of φ into higher-order logic. The
truth conditions will be such that everyInd (P) will denote yes ∈ DomBool in a model if and
only if P denotes the property that is true of every individual.
Finally, we have a constant ιτ , called the description operator, for each type τ. The
description operator is used for mapping singleton sets to the object they contain. More
precisely, ιτ (P) picks out an element a of type τ if a is the unique element that has the
property denoted by P. If P does not denote a singleton set, ιτ (P) still denotes an element of
type τ, but the identity of the element is unconstrained by the logic.
We adopt a standard set of abbreviations for the logical constants, and define some new
connectives in terms of them.
def

a. φ ∧ ψ = and(φ )(ψ)
def

b. ¬φ = not(φ )
5 Treating move as a binary relation means interpreting move(x, r ) as ‘r moves x’. Currying move implies
1
1
that move(x) means ‘moves x’, and move(x)(r1 ) means ‘r1 moves x’.
6 Generalized quantifiers, e.g. every or some , quantify over objects of type τ.
τ
τ
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c. α =τ β = eqτ (α)(β )
def

d. ∀xτ (φ ) = everyτ (λ x.φ )
def

def

e. or(φ )(ψ) = φ ∨ ψ = ¬((¬φ ) ∧ (¬ψ))
def

f. φ → ψ = (¬φ ) ∨ ψ
def

g. ∃xτ (φ ) = someτ (λ x.φ )
Just as in first-order logic, we can define the existential quantifier in terms of the universal quantifier.
def

someτ = λ Pτ→Bool .not(everyτ (λ xτ .not(P(x))))
The definitions of logical notions for higher-order logic are as follows: a formula is an
expression of type Bool; a formula is valid if it is true in every model; and two terms are
logically equivalent if they have the same value in every model.

3 Linguistic System
As mentioned earlier, we suppose that at the beginning of a simulation run the agents have
a common lexicon for referring to basic properties. For example, the agents’ lexicons7 may
initially contain the following six lexical entries.
sup ⇒ up : pr : 1.0

izq ⇒ le : pr : 1.0

cla ⇒ li : pr : 1.0

inf ⇒ do : pr : 1.0

der ⇒ ri : pr : 1.0

osc ⇒ da : pr : 1.0

The agents use categorial grammar to represent the linguistic system of the language
system they build during the simulations. A lexical entry e ⇒ α : A : s is an association
(e, A, α, s) between a linguistic expression e, a syntactic category A, a higher-order logic
term α, and a score s, such that α is a formal representation in higher-order logic of the
meaning of e, A is its syntactic category, and s is the score of the association. The score
of a lexical entry is a real number in the interval [0.0, 1.0] that estimates its usefulness in
previous communication. For example, the first lexical entry above (i.e. sup ⇒ up : pr : 1.0)
states: 1) that expression sup denotes the subset of objects that are in an upper position, or
the property of being in an upper position (i.e. up); 2) that the syntactic category of sup is pr
(i.e. a property8 ); and 3) that the score of this lexical entry is 1.0.

3.1 Categorial Grammar
In categorial grammar [2,6,29,30], every syntactic category corresponds to some higherorder type, with the assumption being that expressions of each category can be assigned
meanings of the appropriate type. We assume some finite set BasCat = {np, n, s, pr} of
basic categories, which abbreviate noun phrase, noun, sentence and property respectively,
and are associated with the following higher-order types Type(np) = Ind, Type(s) = Bool,
Type(n) = Ind → Bool and Type(pr) = Ind → Bool. BasCat is used to generate an infinite
set of functional categories, each of which specifies (possibly complex) argument and result
categories.
7
8

See definition 6 on page 9 for formal definitions of lexicon and lexical entry.
See section 3.1 for a formal definition of the set of syntactic categories used in this paper.
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Definition 4 (Syntactic Categories) The set Cat of syntactic categories determined by the
set BasCat is the smallest set such that
a. BasCat ⊆ Cat
b. (A\B) ∈ Cat if A, B ∈ Cat
c. (B/A) ∈ Cat if A, B ∈ Cat
A category B/A or A\B is said to be a functor category, and to have an argument category
A and a result category B. A functional category of the form B/A is called a forward functor
and looks for its argument A to the right, while the backward functor A\B looks for its
argument to the left.
The fundamental operation in applicative categorial grammar is the concatenation of
an expression assigned to a functional category and an expression of its argument category
to form an expression of its result category, with the order of concatenation being determined by the functional category. For instance, np\s would be the type assigned to both
verb phrases and intransitive verbs: they look backward for a noun phrase to produce a sentence. The category n/n is used for prenominal adjectives: they look forward for nouns to
produce nouns. The category n\n, on the other hand, is used for postnominal modifiers.
Similarly, (np\s)/np would be assigned to transitive verbs which look for an object noun
phrase to the right and a subject noun phrase to the left9 .
The correspondence between the set of basic syntactic categories BasCat and the set of
higher-order types Typ is extended to the set Cat of all syntactic categories as follows.
Definition 5 (Type Assignment) We extend Type : BasCat → Typ to functor categories as
follows
Type(A\B) = Type(A) → Type(B)
Type(B/A) = Type(A) → Type(B)
Definition 6 (Categorial Lexicon) A categorial lexicon is a relation Lex ⊆ BasExp × (Cat ×
Termτ ) such that if a lexical entry he, hA, αii ∈ Lex, then α ∈ TermType(A) .
Agents assign a score s to each lexical entry he, hA, αii. Thus we abbreviate lexicon
entries such as he, hA, αii as e ⇒ α : A : s, where e is a basic expression, A is its syntactic
category, α is a higher-order term of type Type(A) denoting e’s meaning, and s is the score
of the lexical entry.
Categorial grammar phrase-structure rules are based on functional application, and on
the intuitive notions of B/A as a forward-looking functor and A\B as backward-looking.
Definition 7 (Application Schemes) The following phrase-structure application schemes are
assumed:
α : B/A : s1 ,
β : A : s2
⇒
α(β ) : B : s1 ·s2
(Forward)
β : A : s1 , α : A\B : s2
⇒
α(β ) : B : s1 ·s2
(Backward)
The forward scheme states that if e1 is an expression of syntactic category B/A with
meaning α and score s1 , and e2 is an expression of syntactic category A with meaning β and
score s2 , then e1 ·e2 (the concatenation of e1 and e2 ) is an expression of syntactic category
B with meaning α(β ) and score the product of s1 and s2 . Similarly, the backward scheme
states that if e1 is an expression of syntactic category A with meaning β and score s1 , and
e2 is an expression of syntactic category A\B with meaning α and score s2 , then e1 ·e2 (the
concatenation of e1 and e2 ) is an expression of syntactic category B with meaning α(β ) and
score the product of s1 and s2 .
9 We will omit parentheses within categories, taking the forward slash to be left associative, the backward
slash to be right associative, and the backward slash bind more tightly than the forward slash. Thus (np\s)/np
is equivalent to np\s/np.
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3.2 Type-Logical Approach to Coordination
One of the best known linguistic applications of categorial grammar is to Boolean coordination. The associativity of the Lambek calculus10 [29, 30], together with some polymorphic
categories required by coordinators such as and and or, allow formalising a wide range of
instances of coordination of Boolean categories, including both traditional constituents and
categories not traditionally analysed as forming constituents.
[37] introduced a categorial notion of coordination into his grammars, and this construction was later generalized by [20,26]. [43] showed how the logic of categorial-grammar
category assignments could be used to provide a syntactic basis for Gazdar’s semantic conception.
The categorial-grammar approach to Boolean coordination is based on the principle that
two categories of the same Boolean type may be coordinated to produce a category of the
same Boolean type [20,26].
A Boolean type is simply one that eventually produces a Boolean category after applying
to all of its arguments.
Definition 8 (Boolean Types) The set BoolType of Boolean types is the smallest set such
that
a. Bool ∈ BoolType
b. τ → σ ∈ BoolType if τ ∈ Type and σ ∈ BoolType
Thus a Boolean type is of the form σ1 → . . . → σn → Bool, for arbitrary types σi . In fact,
any category producing a nominal or sentential result is Boolean. For instance, nouns, adjectives, prepositions, prepositional phrases and verbs are all Boolean categories. Therefore,
expressions of any of these categories can be coordinated, as we saw in section 1.
Examples of Boolean coordination share the property that the coordinator appears as
a Boolean operator that is distributed past the coordinate categories. Thus the semantics of
coordination can be handled by means of the following generalized coordination combinator
that applies pointwise to pairs of Boolean terms of the same type [11].
Definition 9 (Polymorphic Coordination Combinator) If σ ∈ BoolType, then Coorσ is of
type (Bool → Bool → Bool) → σ → σ → σ and is defined recursively by
def

a. CoorBool (α)(β1 )(β2 ) = α(β1 )(β2 )
def

b. Coorγ→τ (α)(β1 )(β2 ) = λ xγ .Coorτ (α)(β1 (x))(β2 (x))
Note that Coorσ defines a family of combinators, one for each Boolean type σ . The
parameter σ must be instantiated in order to determine a proper λ -term. For example, if li
and up are constants of type Ind → Bool, x is a variable of type Ind, and and is the ordinary
higher-order logical constant of conjunction of type Bool → (Bool → Bool), the following
term denotes the property of being light and in an upper position, or the set of objects which
are at the same time light and in an upper position.
CoorInd→Bool (and)(light)(upper)

(1)

≡ λ x.CoorBool (and)(light(x))(upper(x))
≡ λ x.and(light(x))(upper(x))
10 Lambek extended pure applicative categorial grammar according to a simple algebraic interpretation of
the slashes. In the Lambek Calculus an expression is assigned to category A/B (respectively, to category B\A)
if and only if when it is followed (respectively, preceded) by an expression of category B, it produces an expression of category A. However, applicative categorial grammar only respects one half of the biconditional.
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Arguments of higher arity (e.g. CoorInd→(Ind→Bool) ) are treated similarly, reducing their
arity one argument at a time.
To analyse the basic syntax of coordination, we need coordinator categories for every
Boolean category, where a Boolean category is simply a category whose type is a Boolean
type. In particular, we adopt the following infinite family of lexical entries [43]:
y ⇒ Coorσ (and) : A\A/A
o ⇒ Coorσ (or) : A\A/A

Typ(A) = σ ∈ BoolType
Typ(A) = σ ∈ BoolType

The following example illustrates simple property coordination. Note that we have shortened the two-step application of phrase structure schemes to one step, and that we have
simplified the semantics by using the equivalence in (1).
y
sup
cla
Lx
Lx
Lx
li : pr CoorInd→Bool (and) up : pr
pr\pr/pr
λ x.and(li(x))(up(x)) : pr
3.3 Ambiguity and Scope Markers
The following categorial lexicon could be constructed by an agent during the simulations.
It uses three types of syntactic categories (pr, pr/pr and pr\pr/pr), an instantiation of the
negation operator (defined below), and two instantiations of the coordination combinator
(defined in section 3.2). It allows expressing all higher-order logic terms that can be constructed by recursively combining unary predicates (i.e. constants of type Ind → Bool) with
negation, conjunction and disjunction.
This lexicon can be used to parse and produce expressions where the words associated
with the Boolean operators and,or are placed between the expressions associated with their
arguments, and the word associated with not is placed before the expression associated with
its argument. For example, an agent using this lexicon would produce expression ‘claysup’
to communicate the higher-order logic term and(up)(li). As we will see in the following,
the agents can construct lexicons which place the words associated with and,not and or in
different positions11 .
sup ⇒ up : pr : 1.0

(2)

inf ⇒ do : pr : 1.0

(3)

izq ⇒ le : pr : 1.0

(4)

der ⇒ ri : pr : 1.0

(5)

cla ⇒ li : pr : 1.0

(6)

osc ⇒ da : pr : 1.0

(7)

no ⇒ NegInd→Bool (not) : pr/pr : 0.86

(8)

y ⇒ CoorInd→Bool (and) : pr\pr/pr : 0.93

(9)

o ⇒ CoorInd→Bool (or) : pr\pr/pr : 0.75

(10)

11 Syntactic categories pr/pr or pr\pr are used to place the word associated with not before or after the
expression associated with its argument. Categories pr/pr/pr, pr\pr/pr and pr\pr\pr place the words associated with and,or before, between or after the expressions associated with their arguments.
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The negation operator Negσ, of type (Bool → Bool) → σ → σ for σ ∈ BoolType, is defined by
def

a. NegBool (not)(α) = not(α)
def

b. Negγ→τ (not)(α) = λ xγ .Negτ (not)(α(x))
This lexicon, however, does not allow the unambiguous communication of certain meanings. For example, it generates the same expression, ‘noizqysup’, to communicate the higherorder logic terms not(and(up)(le)) and and(up)(not(le)), which are not logically equivalent. Natural language, on the other hand, provides means to mark the difference between
both meanings: not(and(up)(le)) can be expressed in English as ‘the objects which are
not both in an upper position and to the left’, and and(up)(not(le)) as ‘the objects which
are not to the left and which are in an upper position’. English does so by introducing a
word (‘both’) which indicates that the conjunction following it forms a group. Therefore,
the negation (not) applies to the entire conjunction, rather than just to the first element of
such a conjunction. Thus, a refined version of the previous lexicon could use expression
‘nogrupoizqysup’ to communicate term not(and(up)(le)) and expression ‘noizqysup’ to
communicate term and(up)(not(le)), where ‘grupo’ is a word that plays the same role as
‘both’ or ‘either’ in English, and which might have been invented by an agent during the
simulation.
A similar problem comes up if we try to use the lexicon presented above to express
term or(and(le)(do))(up), which can be paraphrased in English as ‘the objects which
are in an upper position, or down and to the left’. It generates expression ‘supoinfyizq’,
which is ambiguous with respect to the scope of words ‘y’ and ‘o’. For example, ‘y’ could
join expressions ‘inf’ and ‘izq’, or expressions ‘supoinf’ and ‘izq’. In English, a ‘comma’
is used to delimit the two main parts of the expression. In speech the disambiguating role
of punctuation marks is played by pauses, and in this work we will treat pauses as words
which indicate that the expression following them forms a group and, therefore, that the
Boolean operators which form that group are within the scope of another operator. Thus,
a refined version of the previous lexicon would generate expression ‘supogrupoinfyizq’ to
communicate term or(and(le)(do))(up).
The linguistic system constructed by the agents in the experiments described in the
present paper uses, therefore, three types of linguistic devices to indicate the relation between the word associated with a Boolean operator and the expressions associated with
its arguments in an utterance: syntactic categories, word order and function words. The
linguistic systems in [46,27,41] use only syntactic categories and word order. The agentbased models presented in [21,8] investigate the emergence and evolution of morphological
linguistic systems, where meaning is expressed using compound word forms that have a
lexical core plus different types of markers represented by affixes12 . In morphological systems the semantic relations between words are expressed through grammatical agreement,
instead of word ordering. Grammatical agreement means that certain grammatical features,
such as tense-aspect or case, are shared among words which are semantically related. The
agent-based models described in [52,19] study the emergence of word-order-based phrasestructure, which allows the definition of atomic units (containing a single word) and group
units (consisting of several atomic and/or non-atomic units), thus introducing hierarchical
structure. It is worth noting that the functional syntactic categories used in the present paper
also generate hierarchical structure, because they allow concatenating a subexpression of a
functional syntactic category (i.e. A\B or B/A) and a subexpression of its argument category
(i.e. A) to form an expression of the result syntactic category (i.e. B).
12
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[42] also uses syntactic categories, word order and function words as linguistic devices,
and it argues that the higher expressiveness of the resulting linguistic system, which allows the unambiguous communication of every propositional logic formula, compensates
for the added difficulty of parsing and producing sentences with function words. However,
the approach proposed in the present paper is more general than that of [42], because it uses
higher-order logic and categorial grammar instead of propositional logic and definite clause
grammars, and therefore it allows formalising not only the coordination of expressions denoting basic properties (i.e. constants of type Ind → Bool of higher-order logic), but also
the coordination of expressions denoting higher-order logic terms of any Boolean type.

4 Language Game
The language game used in the experiments is played by two agents, a speaker and a hearer,
randomly chosen from the population.
1. The speaker chooses a meaning (a higher-order logic term) from its conceptualisations
of the subset of objects that constitutes the topic of the language game13 , generates a linguistic expression for that term using its lexicon or invents a new one, and communicates
that expression to the hearer.
2. The hearer tries to interpret the expression communicated by the speaker. If it can parse
it using its lexicon, it extracts a meaning; otherwise, the speaker communicates the
meaning it had in mind to the hearer, and the hearer tries to adopt the lexical entries
necessary to generate the expression used by the speaker to communicate that meaning.
3. A language game succeeds if the hearer can parse the expression communicated by the
speaker and if its interpretation of that expression is logically equivalent to the meaning
the speaker had in mind; otherwise, the language game fails. Depending on the outcome
of the language game, the hearer expands its lexicon or adapts the scores of its lexical
entries to be more successful in future language games.

4.1 Generation and Invention
At the early stages of a simulation run the agents cannot use their lexicons to generate expressions for most meanings, because they all begin with a common lexicon for basic properties, but no lexicon for Boolean operations. In order to let language get off the ground, the
agents are allowed to invent new expressions for those meanings they cannot communicate
using their lexicons. A new expression E for a higher-order logic term F of the form not(α)
or ⊗(α)(β ), where ⊗ is a dyadic Boolean operator (and,or), is invented as follows: a new
word is invented for F’s main functor (not, ⊗), an expression is generated for each argument (α and/or β ), and the two or three expressions produced are concatenated in random
order14 . New words are sequences of letters randomly chosen from a finite alphabet. In the
experiments described in the present paper, we also assume that set of sequences of letters
the agents can generate to invent new words is so large that homonymy never arises in the
language constructed by the population.
13 A conceptualisation of a subset of objects (i.e. a meaning) is a higher-order logic term that is true for all
the objects in the subset and false for the rest of the objects in the speaker’s and hearer’s context.
14 If F is a constant of type Ind → Bool, i.e. a basic property, invention is not necessary, because an entry
for F already exists in the common lexicon.
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For example, if at the beginning of a simulation run an agent knows the lexicon for
basic properties described in section 3.3 (which consists of lexical entries 2 to 7) and needs
to express a meaning of the form and(up)(li), it can invent a new word for the Boolean
operator and (for example plus), use the words in his lexicon for up and li (i.e. sup and cla),
and invent the expression supclaplus by concatenating the three words in random order.
Once an agent can generate an expression for a particular meaning using its lexicon, it
does not invent new expressions for that meaning. Instead, it selects the expression with the
highest score from the set of all the expressions it can generate for that meaning. The score
of an expression generated using some lexical entries is computed multiplying the scores of
those lexical entries.
The score of a lexical entry indicates the confidence an agent has that such a lexical entry
could be understood by the rest of the agents in the population. Given that the scores of the
lexical entries associated with basic properties are always equal15 to 1.0, the product of the
scores of the lexical entries used in the generation of an expression is, in fact, the product of
the scores of each word associated with a Boolean operator occurring in such an expression.
This product tries to capture the confidence an agent has that the rest of the agents in the
population would be able to parse such an expression, on the one hand, and the probability
that the rest of the agents in the population would be able to construct a partial parse tree of
such an expression if they cannot parse it completely, on the other. This is so, because the
agents apply simplification and repair operations to learn the meanings of unknown words
as the play language games, and they need to construct such partial parse trees of unknown
expressions for this purpose. In order to assess the probability that an agent would be able to
construct a partial parse tree for a sentence, we take into account the following facts: 1) every
time the agent finds an unknown word for a Boolean operator in the sentence, the agent must
carry out a search process to determine what parse subtree might be associated with it; 2)
the search process for each unknown word takes place within the search processes generated
by the unknown words preceding it in the sentence. Therefore, the number of options the
agent must consider in order to find a partial parse tree for a sentence gets multiplied by the
branching factor of the seach space associated with the unknown word every time the agent
finds a new instance of an unknown word in the sentence. This multiplicative effect of each
instance of an unknown word in the difficulty of constructing a partial parse tree for a given
sentence is the reason why we compute the score of a sentence generated using some lexical
entries multiplying the scores of such lexical entries, and the score of a meaning obtained
by parsing a sentence using some lexical entries (see section 4.2) multiplying the scores of
such lexical entries16 .
The agents’ abilities to parse and generate expressions by using their categorial lexicons and the phrase-structure application schemes described in section 3.1 have been implemented in Prolog17 [15,14]. In particular, a chart parser [24, 25, 5, 22] and an expression
generator for the categorial lexicons used in the experiments have been designed.

15 The reason for this is that the lexical entries for basic properties are part of the common lexicon of basic
concepts initially shared by all the agents in the population.
16 It should be noted that although the choice of words for expressing different Boolean operators is independent of each other, the choice of a lexical entry for expressing a particular operator in a given sentence
is always the same for all the occurrences of such an operator in the higher-order term expressed by such a
sentence. Likewise, the choice of a lexical entry for parsing a particular word in a given sentence is always
consistent for all the occurrences of such word in the sentence.
17 In particular, the Ciao Prolog System [10], available from www.clip.dia.fi.upm.es, has been used.
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4.2 Interpretation and Adoption
In a language game the hearer tries to interpret (i.e. parse) the expression E communicated
by the speaker using its own lexicon. However, at the early stages of a simulation run the
agents cannot parse most of the expressions communicated by the speakers, because they all
begin with a common lexicon for basic properties, but no lexicon for Boolean operations.
When this happens, the speaker communicates the higher-order logic term F it had in mind
to the hearer, and the hearer tries to adopt the lexical entries necessary to generate the expression E used by the speaker to communicate F. That is, the hearer tries to construct some
lexical entries that allow interpreting expression E as meaning F; and it adopts such lexical
entries, if it can construct them.
Once an agent can parse an expression using its lexicon, it selects the meaning with the
highest score from the set of all the meanings it can obtain by parsing that expression as
its interpretation I of the expression communicated by the speaker. The score of a meaning
obtained by parsing an expression using some lexical entries is computed multiplying the
scores of those lexical entries18 .
Although in real life people do not communicate the meaning they have in mind to their
interlocutors, as the speaker does in a language game when the hearer cannot parse the utterance, they usually provide some form of contextual or gestural feedback. Actually, some
capacity for intention-reading seems to be necessary for language acquisition [54]. Studies on syntax emergence and evolution such as [8, 21, 27, 7, 41, 42, 52, 19] also use language
games in which the meaning intended by the speaker is communicated to the hearer. The
difficulty of studying language evolution leads researchers to focus on particular aspects
of it, assuming results from research works addressing issues such as lexicon and concept
formation [44,31,39,51], or speech evolution [16, 59].

4.3 Simplification through Abstraction
Invention and adoption allow the agents to construct and learn associations between expressions and meanings. For example, when an agent acting as speaker cannot express a
meaning F using its lexicon, it invents an expression E to communicate F, and constructs
an association of the form E ⇒ F :C, where C is the syntactic category19 of expression E.
Similarly, an agent acting as hearer who cannot parse the expression E communicated by
the speaker using its lexicon also constructs an association E ⇒ F : C, where E and F are
the expression and the meaning used by the speaker, respectively. From these associations
the agents construct new lexical entries that they incorporate to their lexicons and use in
succeeding language games to generate and interpret other sentences.
However, the agents do not build lexical entries directly from the associations E ⇒ F :C
they construct during the invention or adoption steps of a language game. They apply two
simplification rules to such associations, in order to generalise them and remove from them
those parts they can generate using lexical entries which already belong to their lexicons.
Let us illustrate how these simplification rules work with an example. Suppose an agent
constructs association supyizq ⇒ and(le)(up) : pr during the invention or adoption steps of
a language game. Instead of adding this association to its lexicon as a new lexical entry, it
18 The same arguments as those used in section 4.1 can be used to justify the method used to compute the
score of a particular meaning obtained by parsing a given expression.
19 In the experiments, the syntactic category C of the expressions invented by the agents is pr.
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first tries to simplify it using its previous knowledge of language, i.e. the lexical entries in its
lexicon. For example, subexpression ‘sup’ of ‘supyizq’ can be generated by lexical entry 2
(i.e. sup ⇒ up :pr:1.0). Therefore, association supyizq ⇒ and(le)(up) : pr can be simplified
by: 1) eliminating subexpression ‘sup’ from its left-hand side; 2) replacing constant up in the
semantic part of the right-hand side with a variable of the same type, and abstracting over
it; and 3) transforming the syntactic category on the right-hand side (i.e. pr) into a functor
category pr\pr whose argument is the syntactic category of the subexpression removed from
the left-hand side (i.e. the syntactic category of ‘sup’), and whose direction (i.e. forward or
backward) is determined by the position the subexpression removed (i.e. ‘sup’) occupied
in the original expression of the left-hand side (i.e. ‘supyizq’). The result is the following
association, which is both simpler and more general:
yizq ⇒ λ βInd→Bool and(le)(β ) : pr\pr

(11)

The particular type of simplification illustrated in the previous example, which transforms association supyizq ⇒ and(le)(up) : pr into association yizq ⇒ λ βInd→Bool and(le)
(β ) : pr\pr by using lexical entry sup ⇒ up : pr : 1.0, gives rise to the first simplification rule
introduced in this paper (defined as follows).
Rule 1 (Backward Simplification) An agent can simplify an association of the form e1 ⇒
α : c1 into association e3 ⇒ λ xτ α 0 : c2 \c1 , if there is a proper subterm γ of α such that
1. expression eγ of syntactic category c2 can be generated to communicate the higher-order
logic term γ using the agent’s lexicon;
2. there exists a non-empty expression e3 such that eγ · e3 (i.e. the concatenation of expressions eγ and e3 ) is e1 ; and
3. α 0 is the result of replacing term γ with variable xτ in α, where τ is the type of γ and xτ
is a variable of type τ.
Similarly, using lexical entry 4 (i.e. izq ⇒ le:pr:1.0), an agent can eliminate subexpression ‘izq’ from the left-hand side of association 11, replace constant le with variable α of
type Ind → Bool, abstract over α, and add a forward argument to the syntactic category of
‘yizq’, obtaining
y ⇒ λ αλ β and(α)(β ) : (pr\pr)/pr
an instance of y ⇒ Coorσ (and) : A\A/A with σ = Ind → Bool (see section 3.2).
The type of simplification illustrated in the above example, which transforms association
yizq ⇒ λ βInd→Bool and(le)(β ) : pr\pr into association y ⇒ λ αλ β and(α)(β ) : (pr\pr)/pr
by using lexical entry izq ⇒ le:pr:1.0, gives rise to the second simplification rule introduced
in this paper (defined as follows).
Rule 2 (Forward Simplification) An agent can simplify an association of the form e1 ⇒ α :
c1 into association e3 ⇒ λ xτ α 0 : c1 /c2 , if there is a proper subterm γ of α such that
1. expression eγ of syntactic category c2 can be generated to communicate the higher-order
logic term γ using the agent’s lexicon;
2. there exists a non-empty expression e3 such that e3 · eγ (i.e. the concatenation of expressions e3 and eγ ) is e1 ; and
3. α 0 is the result of replacing term γ with variable xτ in α, where τ is the type of γ and xτ
is a variable of type τ.
Thus, when an agent constructs an association E ⇒ F :C as a result of an invention or
adoption step in a language game, and the meaning F of such an association is either a
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conjunction or a disjunction of basic properties, or the negation of a basic property20 , the
agent applies simplification rules 1 and 2 to such an association until it cannot be further
simplified. During the simplification process backward simplification has precedence over
forward simplification. Finally, the association resulting from this simplification process is
added to the agent’s lexicon as a new lexical entry, so that the agent can use it in succeeding
language games to parse/generate other sentences. The initial score µ of new lexical entries
constructed in this way is set to 0.5 in the experiments described in this paper.
In [41,42], simplification is performed by applying two induction operations, called
simplification and chunk, to the grammar rules constructed by an agent. These operations
adapt the induction rules proposed in [27,56] to the type of grammar rules used in [41,
42]. The forward and backward simplification rules defined in the present paper differ from
those used in [41,42] in applying deduction to infer the meaning and syntactic categories of
unknown subexpressions (i.e. expressions which cannot be generated or parsed by known
grammar rules), instead of inducing new grammar rules from previous ones and inventing
syntactic categories for unknown subexpressions. Furthermore, forward and backward simplification eliminate the need to introduce the induction rules chunk I and chunk II proposed
in [27], since the application of a forward (or backward) simplification rule achieves in a
single step the combined effect of applying the rules simplification and chunk in [41, 42].
The rule of simplification in [41,42] achieves generalisation by replacing subterms with
new variables at the semantic level and known subexpressions with non-terminals of their
syntactic categories at the syntactic level. However, it does not allow inferring the syntactic
categories of unknown subexpressions, as forward (or backward) simplification rules do.
The two rules chunk I and chunk II in [41,42] are therefore needed to allow generalisation
of grammar rules involving unknown subexpressions. They achieve such generalization by
inventing new syntactic categories for unknown subexpressions, and using non-terminals of
such categories in the generalised versions of grammar rules involving unknown subexpressions. The forward (backward) simplification rules proposed in the present paper, instead of
inventing new syntactic categories for unknown subexpressions, deduce the meanings and
syntactic categories of such subexpressions from the meanings and syntactic categories of
the subexpressions surrounding them in a given utterance, in accordance with the Lambek
Calculus’ algebraic interpretation of operators / and \ (see section 3.2); and construct the
meanings and syntactic categories of such unknown subexpressions by applying functional
abstraction at both the semantic level and the syntactic level. In particular, forward (or backward) simplification generalises an association at the semantic level by replacing a term
γ with a variable xτ of the same type and applying λ -abstraction to xτ , and it generalises
the same association at the syntactic level by replacing syntactic category c1 with functor
category c1 /c2 (or c2 \c1 ), which is more general than c1 because it depends on category c2 .
The repair meta-operators build-hierarchy and build-or-extend-group proposed in [52]
are different from the simplification rules defined in the present paper, those used in [41, 42],
or the repair operators described in the next subsection. They build group-units by combining existing units, or extend the set of constituents of an existing group-unit with another
unit. This is automatically done to some extent by the categorial grammar phrase-structure
schemes implemented in the parsing and production algorithms used in the present paper,
and by the parsing and production algorithm of Definite Clause Grammars built in Prolog
and used in [41,42]. But the meta-operators build-hierarchy and build-or-extend-group also
20 In the experiments, the agents do not try to simplify associations between expressions and more complex
meanings, except in the case of learning the expressions used by other agents to refer to the grouping operator
id, which we discuss in the next subsection in the context of repair operations.
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establish co-reference relations between the variables occurring in the semantic and syntactic parts of the component units of a group-unit. This is necessary in [52], because the
meanings the agents communicate to each other consist of a conjunction of atomic formulas containing only n-ary predicate symbols and free variables which may occur in more
than one atomic formula, and the role of syntax is to specify the co-reference (i.e. equality)
relations of the arguments (i.e. variables) of the different atomic formulas in a given meaning. The simplification rules proposed in the present paper do not deal with co-reference
relations between variables, because there are no free variables in the higher-order logic
terms the agents use to represent the meanings they communicate to each other, nor in the
propositional logic formulas used to represent the meanings of expressions in [41, 42].
The build-hierarchy meta-operator in [52] also decides which of the arguments involved
in a group-unit is going to be the referent of the group-unit, and determines on that basis the
syntactic and the semantic categories of the group-unit. In the experiments described in the
present paper, the agents also build group-units when they parse or produce an utterance,
because the phrase-structure application schemes build higher order logic terms of the form
α(β ) to express the meaning of expressions constructed by concatenating two subexpressions whose meanings are α and β respectively, and they also assign syntactic categories to
the expressions resulting from concatenating two subexpressions, using the syntactic categories of the subexpressions. However, the meaning and syntactic category of a group-unit
constructed in this manner are determined by the meanings and syntactic categories of its
constituents in the present paper. So if the agents need to explore the space of possible
compositions of a given pair of subexpressions, they must assign different meanings and
syntactic categories to such subexpressions, and the phrase structure application schemes
do the rest of the work automatically. In [41,42], the meanings and syntactic categories of
group-units are also determined by the meanings and syntactic categories of its constituents,
but in this case the Definite Clause Grammar rules built by the agents during the simulations may specify different ways of constructing the meanings and syntactic categories of
group-units from those of their constituents.
Finally, the meta-operator coercion in [52] plays a similar role to rule chunk II in [41,
42], which is also subsumed by the forward and backward simplification rules defined in
the present paper. The difference is that the meta-operator coercion in [52] adds a lexical
category to a word unit, and the simplification rules proposed in the present paper add a
new lexical entry for that word to the agent’s lexicon, which associates the word with a new
syntactic category in [41,42], and with an inferred syntactic category in the present paper.
4.4 Repair
In the first step of a language game, the speaker tries to generate an expression to communicate a higher-order logic term F that allows discriminating the subset of objects that
constitutes the topic of the language game from the rest of the objects in the context. As
mentioned earlier, if the speaker can generate an expression for term F using its lexicon, it
selects the expression E with the highest score from the set of all expressions it can generate
for F. However, if it realises that expression E is ambiguous, for example sentence ‘noizqysup’, generated using lexical entries 2, 4, 8 and 9, can be parsed as not(and(up)(le)) or
as and(up)(not(le)), it applies a repair operation to lexical entry 9, replacing it with 12,
which introduces a new syntactic category gr pr for expressions constructed by applying a
coordination operator to expressions of category pr.
y ⇒ CoorInd→Bool (and) : pr\gr pr /pr : 0.93

(12)
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Apparently this contradicts the principle that any pair of categories (e.g. pr) can coordinate to produce a result of the same category (e.g. pr instead of gr pr ). But it only prevents
the direct application of a negation or coordination operator to the expression resulting from
coordinating a pair of categories, because a new word playing the same role as ‘both’ or
‘either’ in the examples of section 3.3 is also introduced in order to enable the transformation of the expression resulting from coordinating a pair of expressions into an expression of
the same syntactic category as the coordinate expressions, and therefore the application of
negation or coordination operators. In section 3.3, the new word introduced by the agent was
‘grupo’, and we will also use this word in the examples of this section. But it is important
to note that in the experiments the agents invent different words, which play the same role
as ‘grupo’.
Continuing with the example, if the speaker’s lexicon does not contain a lexical entry for
a word that transforms expressions of syntactic category gr pr into expressions of syntactic
category pr, the speaker, in addition to replacing lexical entry 9 with lexical entry 12, adds
lexical entry 13 to its lexicon. Constant id, used in the semantic part of 13, represents the
identity function, which maps every higher-order logic term into itself. Therefore, from
the semantic point of view, we could say that id plays the same role as placing a pair of
parentheses around the term to which id is applied.
grupo ⇒ id : pr/gr pr : 0.5

(13)

Note that it is possible that the speaker had created already a lexical entry similar to 13 in a
previous language game. In this case this step is skipped. For example, if the speaker tries
to repair lexical entry 10 after having applied a repair operation to lexical entry 9, it will
only replace lexical entry 10 with 14, where gr pr is the syntactic category of the expression
resulting from coordinating two expressions of category pr, which was introduced when
lexical entry 12 was created. That is, it does not create a lexical entry that can be used to
transform an expression of syntactic category gr pr into an expression of syntactic category
pr, because a lexical entry that can be used for that purpose (i.e. 13) already exists in its
lexicon21 .
o ⇒ CoorInd→Bool (or) : pr\gr pr /pr : 0.75

(14)

It is easy to check that the refined lexicon (consisting of entries 2 to 8, 12, 13 and 14)
generates unambiguous expressions for the examples considered in section 3.3, i.e. it produces expression ‘nogrupoizqysup’ to communicate term not(id(and(up)(le))), expression ‘noizqysup’ for term and(up)(not(le)), and expression ‘supogrupoizqyinf’ for term
or(id(and(do)(le)))(up). The score of lexical entries created by repair operations (e.g.
lexical entry 13) is initially set to 0.5. But the score of lexical entries which are modifications
of lexical entries which already belonged to the agent’s lexicon is the score of the original
lexical entry (e.g. lexical entry 14 modifies lexical entry 10).
Thus, repair operations may involve two steps: 1) the replacement of a lexical entry
for a coordination operator (e.g. lexical entry 9) by a repaired lexical entry for the same
coordination operator (e.g. lexical entry 12); and 2) the addition of a lexical entry for a new
21 On the other hand, if a repair operation had been applied to a sentence that contained the logical operator
’or’ before any repair operation had been applied to a sentence that contained the logical operator ’and’,
lexical entry 10 would have been replaced with lexical entry 14 in step 1, and lexical entry 13 would have
been added to the agent’s lexicon in step 2. Later on, if the agent applies a repair operation to a sentence
containing ’and’, it would replace lexical entry 9 with lexical entry 12 and step 2 would not be applied.
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word whose meaning is id and which plays the same role as ‘both’ or ‘either’ in the English
sentences used as examples in section 3.3.
In step 1, a lexical entry for a coordination operator (and, or) is replaced with a lexical
entry for the same coordination operator whose syntactic category has the same functional
structure as that of the original entry, except that it produces a result of syntactic category
grc instead of c. Syntactic category grc is constructed by the agent22 , unless there is a lexical
entry in its lexicon that already uses this category. There are three possible cases depending
on the position in the sentence of the word associated with the coordination operator:
– Infix: If the word associated with the coordination operator is placed between the expressions associated with its arguments, the syntactic category of the original lexical entry
is c\c/c, and the syntactic category of the repaired lexical entry is c\grc /c, where c is
the syntactic category of the coordinate expressions.
– Prefix: If the word associated with the coordination operator is placed before the expressions associated with its arguments, the syntactic category of the original lexical entry
is c/c/c, and the syntactic category of the repaired lexical entry is grc /c/c.
– Suffix: If the word associated with the coordination operator is placed after the expressions associated with its arguments, the syntactic category of the original lexical entry
is c\c\c, and the syntactic category of the repaired lexical entry is c\c\grc
In step 2, a lexical entry that introduces a new word which plays the same role as ‘both’
or ‘either’ in English is created (e.g. lexical entry 13), if the agent’s lexicon does not have
another word that can be used for that purpose. We have already explained that the meaning
of the new word is id, the identity function, and that its syntactic category must be a functional category that transforms an expression of syntactic category grc into an expression
of syntactic category c, where c is the syntactic category of the coordinate expressions. The
direction of such a functional category (forward or backward) depends on the direction of
the functional category of the lexical entry for not that was used in the generation of the
ambiguous expression that triggered the application of the repair operation.
– Prefix: If the syntactic category of the lexical entry used for not is c/c (i.e. the word
associated with the negation operator is placed before the expression associated with its
argument), the syntactic category of the new lexical entry should be c/grc .
– Suffix: If the syntactic category of the lexical entry used for not is c\c (i.e. the word
associated with the negation operator is placed after the expression associated with its
argument), the syntactic category of the new lexical entry should be grc \c.
Repair operations are therefore triggered by the generation of ambiguous expressions
to communicate meanings of the form not(and(α)(β )) or not(or(α)(β ))23 . It should be
noted, however, that once an agent has applied a repair operation to the lexical entry of a coordination operator (and,or), it cannot use the repaired lexical entry to generate expressions
for higher-logic terms of the form not(and(α)(β )), not(or(α)(β )), or(and(do)(le))(up)
or and(up)(or(do)(le)). It must reconceptualise these terms in such a way that they use the
grouping operator id, which is required to apply negation or coordination operators to expressions resulting from coordinating a pair of constituents of the same Boolean type. Thus,
instead of using the previous higher-order logic terms as meanings, the agent must reconceptualise such meanings as not(id(and(α)(β ))), not(id(or(α)(β ))), or(id(and(do)(le)))
22 We describe repair operations for arbitrary syntactic categories c, because they are applicable to lexical
entries for coordinators of expressions of any Boolean type. However, in the experiments, c is always pr.
23 They could have been triggered by the generation of ambiguous expressions for other types of meanings,
e.g. and(α)(not(β )) or and(α)(or(β )(γ)). But in the present experiments this is not the case.
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(up) and and(up)id(or(do)(le))) respectively before trying to communicate them to other
agents.
In the previous section we saw how simplification operations applied to associations
constructed during the invention or adoption steps of a language game allow the agents to
expand their lexicons by adding new lexical entries for coordination and negation operators.
These entries correspond to words and syntactic categories for coordination (and,or) and
negation (not) operators that a given agent may invent when it acts as a speaker in a language
game or that it learns from other agents when it acts as a hearer. However, we have not
explained yet how the agents learn the expressions used by other agents to refer to the
grouping operator id. This is done as follows.
Suppose an agent acting as speaker tries to communicate to the hearer a higher-order
logic term F of the form not(id(⊗(α)(β ))), where ⊗ is a dyadic coordination operator
(and, or), and α and β are terms of the same Boolean type. If the speaker can generate
an unambiguous expression E for F, it communicates E to the hearer. If the hearer cannot
parse E, but it can understand the expressions used by the speaker for not and ⊗, and it has
applied a repair operation to the lexical entry for ⊗ in past language games, then the hearer
constructs an association of the form E 0 ⇒ id(⊗(α)(β )) : c as follows.
1. If the word enot used by the speaker to communicate operator not is associated with a
lexical entry of the form enot ⇒ not :c/c:s, then E 0 will be the result of removing prefix
enot from E, i.e. the concatenation enot · E 0 will be equal to E.
2. If the word enot used by the speaker to communicate operator not is associated with a
lexical entry of the form enot ⇒ not : c\c : s, then E 0 will be the result of removing suffix
enot from E, i.e. the concatenation E 0 · enot will be equal to E,
Next, the hearer applies simplification to association E 0 ⇒ id(⊗(α)(β )) : c, using subterm ⊗(α)(β ) of id(⊗(α)(β )) and subexpression e⊗(α)(β ) of E 0 , where e⊗(α)(β ) is the expression generated by the hearer to communicate ⊗(α)(β ) using the same lexical entries for
⊗, α and β that were used by the speaker. In particular, the result of applying simplification
to association E 0 ⇒ id(⊗(α)(β )) : c, using subterm ⊗(α)(β ) and subexpression e⊗(α)(β ) ,
may be of one the following forms24
1. eid ⇒ id : c/grc , if the lexical entry used by the speaker for id was a prefix; or
2. eid ⇒ id : grc \c, if the lexical entry used by the speaker for id was a suffix.
The main difference is that in the former case forward simplification is applied, because
e⊗(α)(β ) is a suffix of E 0 , i.e. concatenation eid ·e⊗(α)(β ) is equal to E 0 ; whereas in the latter backward simplification should be used, because e⊗(α)(β ) is a prefix of E 0. It should be
noted that simplification of a term α using a subterm γ1 takes precedence over simplification of α using another subterm γ2 , if γ2 is a proper subterm of γ1 . This explains why
E 0 ⇒ id(⊗(α)(β )) : c is simplified using subterm ⊗(α)(β ), instead of subterms α or β .
And finally, the hearer adds the association resulting from the simplification process
described above to its lexicon as a new lexical entry.
Although both simplification operations (section 4.3) and repair operations (section 4.4)
modify an agent’s lexicon, there are important differences between them. The former are
applied when a new association is created in the invention or adoption steps of a language
game. They try to generalise the association so that it can be used to express and parse more
24 We use again an arbitrary syntactic category c to describe the adoption of lexical entries constructed
during the application of repair operations, because the mechanisms proposed are applicable to lexical entries
for coordinators of expressions of any Boolean type. However, in the experiments, c is always pr.
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meanings. Repair operations, on the other hand, specialise lexical entries which are too general and can therefore generate ambiguous expressions. Simplification rules operationalise
the pattern-finding ability children develop according to the usage-based theory of language
acquisition [54]. Whereas repair operations implement cognitive processes associated with
a particular type of grammar invention and overgeneralisation examples reported in studies
of children language acquisition [55].

4.5 Adaptation
Coordination of the agents’ preferences for lexical entries is necessary, because different
agents may invent different words to refer to the same Boolean operator, and they may place
these words in different positions (prefix, infix or suffix) with respect to the positions of
the expressions associated with the arguments of such a Boolean operator. Although [46,
27,19] also study the acquisition of word-order based syntax, they do not address the issue
of coordination of the agents’ preferences for lexical entries, because the populations in
their experiments consist only of two agents, which necessarily share the same history of
linguistic interactions. In the experiments discussed in the present paper coordination is
achieved through a process of self-organisation of the agents’ linguistic interactions, which
takes place when these agents update the scores of their lexical entries in order to adapt their
preferences for lexical entries to those they observe are used more often by other agents.
The agents update the scores of their lexical entries at the last step of a language game,
when the speaker communicates the meaning it had in mind to the hearer, and only in the
case in which the speaker can generate at least one expression for the meaning it is trying
to communicate using its lexicon and the hearer can parse the expression communicated by
the speaker. If an agent acting as speaker can generate several expressions to communicate
a given meaning, it chooses the expression with the highest score, and temporarily stores
the rest of the expressions in a set called competing expressions; similarly, if an agent acting
as hearer can obtain several meanings by parsing an expression, it selects the meaning with
the highest score and stores the rest in a set called competing meanings. In a language game
only the agent playing the role of hearer updates the scores of its lexical entries. However,
as all the agents in the population play both the role of speaker and that of hearer in different
language games, all of them have ample opportunity to update the scores of their lexical
entries during a simulation.
If the meaning interpreted by the hearer is logically equivalent to the meaning the
speaker had in mind, the language game succeeds, and the hearer adjusts the scores of its
lexical entries both at the level of interpretation and at that of generation: 1) It increases the
scores of the lexical entries it used for obtaining the meaning the speaker had in mind and
decreases the scores of the lexical entries it used for obtaining competing meanings. 2) It
tries to simulate what it would have said if it had been in the speaker’s place, i.e. it tries
to express the meaning the speaker had in mind using its own lexicon; and it increases the
scores of the lexical entries that generate the expression used by the speaker, and decreases
the scores of the lexical entries that generate competing expressions.
If the meaning interpreted by the hearer is not logically equivalent to the meaning the
speaker had in mind, the language game fails, and the hearer decreases the scores of the
lexical entries it used for obtaining its interpretation of the expression communicated by the
speaker.
The scores of lexical entries are updated by using the following formulas. The original
score s of a lexical entry is replaced with the result of evaluating expression 15 if the score
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is increased, and with the result of evaluating expression 16 if the score is decreased.
minimum(1, s + δh+ )

(15)

maximum(0, s − δh− )

(16)

In our experiments, the following values for parameters δh+ , δh− and µ have been used25 :
δh+ = 0.1, δh− = 0.1 and µ = 0.5. This choice is based on the research described in [17],
which proposes a formal framework for studying the evolution of conventions in multiagent systems and a general method for analysing convention problems in multi-agent systems; and applies such a method to the study of agent-based models of the emergence and
evolution of language, focusing on the naming game [45] and specifically on several strategies proposed in the literature for updating the scores of associations between words and
meanings.
An additional feature of the adaptation mechanism used in the experiments described in
the present paper is that if the score of a lexical entry becomes zero after a language game,
such a lexical entry is deleted from the agent’s lexicon.
In [17] the dynamics of a multi-agent system consisting of a population of autonomous
agents playing the naming game is described by means of a system of stochastic equations,
and its evolution is investigated by studying the properties of a deterministic system which
approximates the average dynamics of the stochastic system. In particular, in this framework
an agent design is said to solve a convention problem if: (1) the deterministic dynamical
multi-agent system it induces converges to a state of agreement for almost all initial conditions, i.e. the set of initial conditions for which no agreement is reached has zero measure;
and (2) agreement is reached in a reasonable amount of time for any population, i.e. the time
required to reach it does not grow too fast as a function of the size of the population.
With respect to the question whether an agent solves a convention problem, the important properties of such a deterministic dynamical system are: (i) if all the states in which
the agents agree on a convention are stable stationary states of the deterministic system; and
(2) if the rest of the stationary states of the deterministic system are unstable. [17] argues
that such properties can be investigated by studying the behaviour of the so-called agent’s
response function, because the stationary states of the deterministic system correspond to
the fixed points of the response function, and the stability of such stationary states can be
also determined by analysing the behaviour of such a function.
Specifically, for a population of autonomous agents playing the naming game, where
the agents do not generate homonyms, update the scores of their lexical entries only when
they play the role of hearer, and delete those lexical entries whose scores become zero after
a language game, [17] shows that the agent’s response function is well defined, and that if
δh+ = 0.1, δh− = 0.1 and µ = 0.5, then such a response function is sufficiently adaptive and
amplifying. Intuitively, this means that the population will always succeed in establishing
a common language in a reasonable amount of time, because if the response function is
sufficiently adaptive then the equilibrium states are reached fast enough, and if the response
function is amplifying then the population will never get stuck in a suboptimal behaviour26 .
The formal framework and results described in [17] are applicable to the convention
problem studied in the present paper, because the language game the agents play in our
25

µ is the initial score agents assign to the lexical entries they create during simplification or repair.
Adaptation captures the speed at which an agent can adapt to a new situation, which determines the time
it takes for a population to agree on a common language. Amplification relates to the extent to which an agent
is able to escape from a behaviour which represents a suboptimal fixed point of its response function. This is
achieved by amplifying small deviations from suboptimal equilibrium states, thus making them unstable.
26
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experiments is an instance of the naming game, and the agents in the populations we use:
(1) do not generate homonyms; (2) update the scores of their lexical entries only when they
play the role of hearer; and (3) delete those lexical entries whose scores become zero after
a language game. In the language game studied in our experiments, the agents should agree
on a lexicon for naming three Boolean operators and,or,not and one grouping operator
id. However, the linguistic expression of such operators not only requires specifying the
word (or name) that should be assigned to each operator, but also the position where such
word should be placed with respect to the expressions associated with its arguments (i.e.
prefix, infix or suffix). Therefore, a “name” in the naming game played by the agents in our
experiments consists of two parts: (1) the word which is associated with an operator; and
(2) a specification of whether such a word should be placed before, between or after the
expressions associated with the arguments of such an operator in the sentence.

5 Experiments
The agent-based model proposed in this paper has been implemented in Prolog, and tested
by conducting a series of experiments which study both the emergence of a language system
for Boolean coordination and its transmission across generations.
The first goal of the experiments we have carried out is to show that the conceptual and
linguistic systems proposed, as well as the simplification and repair operators defined in previous sections can be operationalised, and that they allow a single agent to effectively construct and learn a language system for Boolean coordination. The second goal is to show that
such simplification and repair operators, coupled with the adaptation mechanisms described
in section 4.5, enable a population of autonomous agents to construct a shared language
system for Boolean coordination and to transmit it to succeeding generations.
In order to provide empirical evidence that a language system for Boolean coordination
actually emerges in a population of autonomous agents, we have chosen a score update
strategy (i.e. only hearer), and some parameter values (i.e. δh+ = 0.1, δh− = 0.1 and µ =
0.5) for which the population will always succeed in establishing a common language in a
reasonable amount of time according to [17]. A detailed discussion of the effects of using
different strategies for updating the scores of lexical entries (e.g. speaker and hearer versus
only hearer), choosing different values for the initial score of lexical entries (µ) and update
parameters (δh+ , δh− ), or allowing homonymy to be introduced in the language constructed
by the population falls outside the scope of this paper, but it can be found in research works
focusing on the study of the emergence and evolution of conventions in multi-agent systems
such as [28], [1] and [17].
In all the experiments described in this section, the agents start with a common lexicon
for 600 basic properties27 . Then they play a series of language games about higher-order
logic terms which recursively combine basic properties using negation, conjunction and
disjunction. Such higher-order logic terms, which are randomly generated, may have between one and five nested Boolean operators (and,or,not). The depth of their syntactic
trees ranges from two to six. For example, term [[and,ri],le], which represents propositional formula right ∧ left, is an example of an easy term with syntactic tree of depth two,
which contains a single Boolean operator. On the other hand, term [[or,[[and,li],up]],
[not,[[or,li],up]]], which represents formula light ↔ upper, is an example of a term
27 Basic properties are propositional constants representing properties such as being light, dark, in an upper
or lower position, or on the right or left side of the whiteboard. [21, 8, 19] also use simulations with software
agents and initialise the agents with a common vocabulary for basic concepts.
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of medium difficulty with syntactic tree of depth four and four Boolean operators. In order
to allow the agents to have enough opportunity to learn the language constructed by others,
45% of the terms generated during a simulation contain a single Boolean operator, 20% have
two Boolean operators and syntactic trees of depth three, 18% have three Boolean operators and syntactic trees of depth three or four, 12% have four operators, and 5% have five
Boolean operators and syntactic trees of depth five or six.
We monitor the evolution over time of four measures, in order to observe the evolution of the population’s global performance in the experiments studying the emergence and
evolution of a language system for Boolean coordination. Time in this context should be
understood as the number of games played by the population. Thus, the value of variable t
at a given moment in a simulation is the number of games played so far by the population.
– Communicative success S(t) is the average of successful language games in a sliding
window of consecutive language games containing the games in the interval [t − w + 1,t]
if w < t, or the games in the interval [1,t] if t ≤ w.
– Lexical variability V (t) is the average of language games in a sliding window of consecutive language games containing the games in the interval [t − w + 1,t] if w < t, or
the games in the interval [1,t] if t ≤ w, such that either: (1) the hearer does not understand correctly the expression communicated by the speaker, or (2) the hearer does
understand correctly the expression communicated by the speaker, but the hearer would
use an expression different from the expression used by the speaker to communicate the
meaning the speaker had in mind. This measure captures the dissimilarity between the
agents’ internal languages (i.e. the sets of preferred lexical entries of the form expression ⇒ meaning: syntactic category: score stored by each individual agent). In previous
papers [41] and [42], we monitored the evolution of coherence C(t) rather than lexical
variability V (t). The relation between both measures is V (t) = 1 −C(t). We use lexical
variability in the present paper, because the curve associated with lexical variability can
be clearly distinguished from the curve associated with communicative success on the
graphs.
– Invention I(t) is the average number of inventions per agent in past language games,
i.e. it is the total number of words invented by all the agents in the population in the
language games contained in the interval [1,t] divided by the size of the population.
– Adoption A(t) is the average number of adoptions per agent in past language games, i.e.
it is the total number of games in which an agent adopts an expression used by another
agent in the games contained in the interval [1,t] divided by the size of the population.
The first series of experiments we have conducted study language emergence for different population sizes. Figures 1 to 4 show the evolution over time of communicative success,
lexical variability, invention and adoption for such experiments. In all the experiments described in this paper, the length w of the sliding window used for computing communicative
success and lexical variability is of fifty games28 . For each population size, the curves describing the evolution of communicative success, lexical variability, invention and adoption
on the corresponding graph show the average of fifty simulation runs with different random
seeds29 . Standard deviations have also been computed and are represented by the shaded
region drawn around each curve.
28 The length of the sliding window used in the experiments described in [41, 42] was of ten games, and
that used in the experiments described in [8] of fifty games.
29 The results described in [41, 42] are the average of ten simulation runs, whereas those reported in [8] are
the average of fifty simulation runs.
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It can be observed that for the population sizes considered in this paper the curves describing the evolution of communicative success and lexical variability follow the S-shaped
curve typically observed in the spreading of new language conventions in human populations [1]. This is also the case for the experiments described in [41] and [42].

Fig. 1 Evolution of communicative success, lexical variability, invention and adoption in an experiment with
ten agents. The results shown are the average of fifty simulation runs with different random seeds.

The results of the four experiments we have carried out to study the emergence of a
language system for Boolean coordination with different population sizes are summarised
in table 1. Each row describes the results of one experiment. The population size of the
experiment is shown in the first column, the maximum number of games required to reach
full communicative success (i.e. S(t) = 1.0) in the fifty simulation runs of that experiment
in the second column, the minimum number of games required to reach full communicative
success in the fifty simulation runs in the third column, the maximum number of games
required to reach null lexical variability30 (i.e. V (t) = 0.0) in the fifty simulation runs of
that experiment in the fourth column, and the minimum number of games required to reach
null lexical variability in the fifty simulation runs in the fifth column.
For the experiments we have carried out, it can be observed that the time to convergence
(to reach full communicative success) does not grow too fast with respect to the population
size. In particular, for the experiments shown in table 1, the time to convergence is less than
6 · n2 · ln(n), where n is the population size31 .
30 Note that null lexical variability means that all the agents in the population prefer the same expression
(both word and position) for naming the Boolean operators (and,or,not) and the grouping operator (id).
31 In [17], the number of words invented per object in the naming game is estimated to be in O(n), where n
is the population size, and the time for n/2 words to spread in the population in O(n2 · ln(n)). The asymptotic
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Fig. 2 Evolution of communicative success, lexical variability, invention and adoption in an experiment with
twenty agents. The results shown are the average of fifty simulation runs with different random seeds.
Number of games to reach full communicative success and null variability in emergence experiments
Pop. Max number of games Min number of games Max number of games Min number of games
size
to reach S(t) = 1.0
to reach S(t) = 1.0
to reach V (t) = 0.0
to reach V (t) = 0.0
10
1280
349
1292
386
20
3703
1231
3704
1234
40
7941
4020
7957
4075
80
21230
10583
21232
10587
Table 1 Maximum and minimum number of games to reach full communicative success (S(t) = 1.0) and
null lexical variability (V (t) = 0.0) in the fifty simulation runs of each experiment studying language emergence. Each row displays the results of one particular experiment, which consists of fifty simulation runs with
different random seeds and a population of the size indicated in the first column.

The minimum and maximum average number of games played by each agent until full
communicative success and null lexical variability are reached in the experiments studying language emergence are shown in table 2. These results are computed by dividing the
corresponding values in table 1 by the population size of each experiment.
[42] describes an experiment in which ten agents32 play language games about propositional logic formulas that represent recursive combinations of basic concepts using negation,
conjunction and disjunction. In this experiment, full communicative success is reached in
1050 games and full coherence (i.e. null lexical variability) in 1250 games. The main qualitative difference between the results in [42] and those obtained in the present paper is that
the time span between reaching full communicative success and reaching null lexical varinotation O(g(n)) is defined as follows. For a given function g(n), we denote by O(g(n)) the set of functions
O(g(n)) = { f (n) : there exist positive constants c and n0 such that 0 ≤ f (n) ≤ c · g(n) for all n ≥ n0 }.
32 The experiments described in [56, 8] also use a population of ten agents.
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Fig. 3 Evolution of communicative success, lexical variability, invention and adoption in an experiment with
forty agents. The results shown are the average of fifty simulation runs with different random seeds.
Games per agent to reach full communicative success and null variability in emergence experiments
Pop. Max number of games Min number of games Max number of games Min number of games
size
played per agent
played per agent
played per agent
played per agent
to reach S(t) = 1.0
to reach S(t) = 1.0
to reach V (t) = 0.0
to reach V (t) = 0.0
10
128
34.90
129.20
38.60
20
185.15
61.55
185.20
61.70
40
198.52
100.50
198.92
101.87
80
265.37
132.29
265.40
132.34
Table 2 Maximum and minimum average number of games played by each agent until full communicative
success and null lexical variability are reached in the fifty simulation runs of each experiment. Each row
displays the results of one experiment, which consists of fifty simulation runs with different random seeds
and a population of the size indicated in the first column.

ability is larger in [42] than in the experiments studying language emergence described in
the present paper. This might be due to the fact grammar rules whose scores reach zero are
not eliminated in [42]. In a similar experiment described in [41], in which ten agents play
language games only about non-recursive logical formulas constructed from basic concepts
using negation and ten binary Boolean functions, full communicative success is reached in
1950 games, and full coherence (i.e. null lexical variability) in 4600 games33 . As it can be
observed, the time span between reaching full communicative success and reaching null lexical variability is greater than in [42]. A plausible explanation for this might be the higher
number of Boolean operators (eleven versus three) used in the semantic representations of
33 The number of games required to reach full communicative success (or full coherence) reported in [41,
42] is the maximum number of games required in the ten simulation runs carried out in those experiments.
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Fig. 4 Evolution of communicative success, lexical variability, invention and adoption in an experiment with
eighty agents. The results shown are the average of fifty simulation runs with different random seeds.

this experiment, and the facts that most of these Boolean operators are not commutative, and
that grammar rules whose scores reach zero are not eliminated either in [41].
It should also be noted that the score update strategy used in [41] and [42] is similar to
that used in the present paper (i.e. only hearer with score update parameter values δh+ = 0.1
and δh− = 0.1). However, the parameter value used for initializing the scores of new lexical
entries in [41] and [42] was µ = 0.1, whereas in the present paper is µ = 0.5. This difference,
together with the facts that the results reported in [41, 42] correspond to the average of ten
independent simulation runs instead of fifty simulation runs and that the length of the sliding
window used in these papers was of ten games instead of fifty games, may also account for
the differences between the results obtained in those papers and the present one.
Table 3 shows the average number of inventions per agent I(t) at the end of a simulation run and its standard deviation σI(t) for the fifty simulation runs conducted for each
experiment, the average total number of words invented by all the agents in the population
in the fifty simulation runs of each experiment (column four), and the average number of
adoptions per agent A(t) at the end of a simulation run and its standard deviation σA(t) for
the fifty simulation runs carried out for each experiment. It can be observed that each agent
adopts only a subset of the total set of words invented by all the agents in the population,
and that the total number of words invented by the population is less than 6 · n for the experiments we have carried out, where n is the population size. Furthermore, the percentage
of words adopted per agent of the set of all the words invented by the population (column
seven in table 3) decreases as the population size of the experiment is increased.
Table 4 shows the maximum and minimum period of time during which the population
keeps inventing new words in the fifty simulation runs carried out in each experiment, and
the maximum and minimum period of time during which the agents keep adopting words invented by other agents in the fifty simulation runs of each experiment. In particular, for each
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Average number of inventions per agent and adoptions per agent at the end of the simulation runs
Pop. Average number σI(t)
Average number
Average number σA(t) Percentage of words
size of inventions
of words invented of adoptions
adopted per agent from
per agent I(t)
by all agents
per agent A(t)
words invented by all
10
2.14
0.29
21.4
16.29
3.33
76%
20
2.48
0.25
49.6
27,99
4.85
56%
40
2.61
0.19
104.4
41.28
6.16
39%
80
2.73
0.13
218.4
52.23
6.38
24%
Table 3 Average number of inventions and adoptions per agent at the end of a simulation run. Each row
describes one experiment with a population of the size specified in the first column. Columns two and three
show the average number of inventions per agent and its standard deviation for the fifty simulation runs carried
out in each experiment. Columns five and six give similar information for the average number of adoptions
per agent and its standard deviation. Column four displays the average total number of words invented by
the population in the fifty simulation runs carried out in each experiment. Column seven shows the average
percentage of words adopted per agent of the set of all the words invented by the population in the fifty
simulation runs of each experiment.

i
simulation run si we compute gamessmax(I)
, the number of games it takes for the population to
i
, the numreach the maximum number of inventions in that simulation run, and gamessmax(A)
ber of games it takes for the population to reach the maximum number of adoptions in that
simulation run. The values in the second and third column of row j are the maximum and the
i
minimum of the set of numbers {gamessmax(I)
}i=1...50 obtained for the fifty simulation runs
of the experiment described in row j. Similarly, the values in the fourth and fifth column
i
of row j are the maximum and the minimum of the set of numbers {gamessmax(A)
}i=1...50
obtained for the fifty simulation runs of the experiment described in row j.
In general, as it can be observed in table 4 and figures 1 to 4, invention grows rapidly
reaching its maximum early on in each simulation run, whereas adoption reaches its maximum close to the time at which full communicative success is reached (see table 1). This
behavior is also observed in the experiments described in previous papers. For example, in
[42] the agents invent new words during the first 700 games, and adopt words invented by
others during the first 950 games; and in [41] the agents invent new words during the first 550
games, and adopt words invented by others during the first 1900 games34 . The maximum
numbers of games during which the agents adopt words in the experiments described in [41,
42] are also close to the maximum number of games required to reach full communicative
success reported for those experiments (1050 games in [42] and 1950 games in [41]).
Figures 5 to 16 show the results of several experiments studying language transmission
across generations. The agents in the population are divided into three groups: the elder,
the adults and the young. Every tr games, the elder (approximately one third of the population35 ) are replaced with new agents which have no lexical entries for Boolean operators,
the previous adults become the elder, the young the adults, and the new agents the younger
generation. As a consequence the population is completely renewed every 3 · tr games, i.e.
every three turnover intervals.
In particular, we have carried out experiments for populations of ten, twenty, forty and
eighty agents, and turnover intervals of 500 to 3000 games. In all the experiments, commu-

34 The number of games during which the agents invent or adopt words reported in [41, 42] is the maximum
for the ten simulation runs carried out in those experiments.
35 The initial groups of elder, adult and young agents contain n , n +n mod(3) and n agents respectively,
3 3
3
where n is the population size, 3n is the integer division of n by 3 and n mod(3) the remainder.
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Maximum and minimum number of games during which the agents keep inventing and adopting
Pop. Max number of games Min number of games Max number of games Min number of games
size
to reach max(I(t))
to reach max(I(t))
to reach max(A(t))
to reach max(A(t))
10
354
75
1225
291
20
1668
280
3578
1181
40
4899
1253
7799
3861
80
11735
4227
20860
10523
Table 4 Maximum and minimum number of games during which the agents keep inventing new words in
the fifty simulation runs of each experiment (second and third columns). Maximum and minimum number of
games during which the agents keep adopting words invented by other agents in the fifty simulation runs of
each experiment (fourth and fifth columns). The population size of each experiment is in the first column.

nicative success, invention and adoption decrease significantly when new agents are introduced into the population, and lexical variability increases.
In the experiments studying language transmission for a population of ten agents and
turnover intervals of lengths 1500 and 1000 (figures 5 and 6), we can observe that full
communicative success and null lexical variability are reached during a large part of most
turnover intervals. There is also a steady decrease in the average number of adoptions per
agent in succeeding generations, which can be explained by the fact that new agents learn
a language already established in the population (i.e. the language that is transmitted from
generation to generation), which uses fewer variations for expressing each Boolean operator.
In the experiment studying language transmission for ten agents and turnover interval
of length 500 games (figure 7), full communicative success and null lexical variability are
reached during the last part of most turnover intervals, although there are a few turnover
intervals where communicative success reaches values over 0.98 for a very short period
of time before the next generation of agents is introduced. The population size and length
of the turnover interval used in this experiment are similar to those used in the experiments
described in [41,42]. In [42], each generation reached communicative success and coherence
values over 0.99 and 0.98 respectively, and in [41] over 0.96 and 0.94 respectively.
The experiments studying language transmission for a population of twenty agents and
turnover intervals of lengths tr = 1500 and tr = 1000 games (figures 8 and 9) show roughly
similar patterns of behaviour to those produced by a population of ten agents and turnover
intervals of lengths 1000 and 500 respectively, except that a language system for Boolean
coordination takes more than one generation to emerge36 . But once such a language system
is established in one generation, it is reliably transmitted to succeeding generations.
In the experiment studying language transmission for a population of twenty agents
and turnover interval of 500 games (figure 10), it seems that a shared language system for
Boolean coordination does not emerge until the seventh generation. From that moment on
communicative success reaches values between 0.95 and 0.99 in succeeding generations,
which means that the agents in such generations share a language system for Boolean coordination which allows the unambiguous communication of at least 95% of the higher order
logic terms constructed from the common set of basic concepts communicated by the agents.
In figures 7 and 10 to 16, we can also observe that the average number of adoptions per
agent (i.e. A(t)) reaches its minimum after a certain number of generations. In these graphs,
A(t) stabilizes after reaching its minimum, and it does not decrease anymore.
36 Note that in figures 6 and 9, the length of the first turnover interval is different from 1000 games, but the
length of the rest of the turnover intervals is of 1000 games.
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The experiments with a population of forty agents and turnover interval of 1500 games
(figure 11), and with a population of eighty agents and turnover interval of 3000 games
(figure 14) follow a roughly similar pattern of behaviour, where full communicative success is reached at the end of each turnover interval, the main difference being the number
of games (and hence generations) a shared language system for Boolean coordination takes
to emerge. But the number of games a shared language system takes to emerge in the experiment studying language transmission with eighty agents and turnover interval of 3000
games (see figure 14) is consistent with (i.e. approximately equal to) the number of games
a shared language system takes to emerge in the experiment studying language emergence
for a population of eighty agents (see figure 4 and table 1). This relation also holds for the
experiment studying language transmission with forty agents and turnover interval of 1500
games described in figure 11 and the experiment studying language emergence for a population of forty agents described in figure 3. The number of games a shared language system
for Boolean coordination takes to emerge in any experiment studying language transmission for a population of ten or twenty agents is also consistent with the number of games a
shared language system takes to emerge in the experiment studying language emergence for
the corresponding population (see figures 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and table 1).
An index that might help understand the results of the experiments studying language
transmission is the number of games each agent can play during one turnover interval
gar = tr /n, that is, the length of the turnover interval tr divided by the population size n of the
experiment. For example, gar = 50 for the experiments described in figures 7 and 9, which
show a similar pattern of behaviour. Similarly, gar = 37.5 for the experiments described in
figures 11 and 14, which also exhibit a similar pattern of behaviour. A third group of experiments we have not discussed previously consists of the experiments described in figures 10,
12 and 15, which show a similar behaviour pattern where communicative success forms a
pointed shape and reaches values between 0.95 and 0.98 in most of the turnover intervals
that take place after a language system for Boolean coordination had emerged in the population. The number of games each agent can play in the turnover interval of the experiments
belonging to this third group of experiments is gar = 25.
We have also conducted two experiments where the number of games each agent can
play in the turnover interval gar is less than 25. The first experiment studies language transmission for a population of forty agents and a turnover interval of 800 games (see figure
13). In this experiment, where gar = 20, communicative success forms a pointed shape and
reaches values between 0.90 and 0.94 in the last turnover intervals, which means that the
language system shared by the agents in the last generations allows the unambiguous communication of at most 94% of the higher order logic terms the agents try to communicate to
each other. The second experiment studies language transmission for a population of eighty
agents and a turnover interval of 1500 games (see figure 16). In this experiment, where
gar = 18.75, a shared language system for Boolean coordination does not emerge in the
49500 games played by the agents during the whole simulation. However, we can observe
that communicative success keeps increasing during the simulations, reaching values close
to 0.78 in the last two turnover intervals, and that lexical variability and adoption decrease.
The above classification of the experiments we have carried out in terms of the number
of games each agent can play in the turnover interval (i.e. gar ) suggests that, if the agents are
allowed to play at least a certain number of games during the turnover interval, one third of
the population (i.e. the new generation) will be able to learn the language of the other two
thirds (i.e. the previous generations) before the next generation of agents is introduced into
the population. The particular number of games per agent in the turnover interval required
to ensure language transmission (e.g. gar = 37 or gar = 25) is not important. The interesting
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fact is that we observe similar behaviour patterns in experiments with identical values of
gar independently of the population size of each experiment. This is so, because language
transmission only depends on whether the new agents are able to learn the language of
the rest of the population (i.e. the language that is transmitted across generations) before the
next generation of agents is introduced, so that the agents that know the language transmitted
across generations always outnumber those that must learn it.
Thus the minimum number of games per agent in the turnover interval required to guarantee language transmission in a given experiment is determined by two factors: (1) the
probability that a new agent will play a language game with another agent that already
knows the language that is transmitted across generations (i.e. the population percentage
that is not replaced with new agents during turnover, which is approximately 66.66% in our
experiments); and (2) the intrinsic difficulty of the language system the new agents must
learn during the turnover interval, which depends on the number of different meanings that
can be expressed, and on the complexity of the linguistic constructions used to express them.

6 Conclusions
This paper proposes an agent-based model of the emergence and transmission of a language
system for Boolean coordination. The model has been implemented in Prolog, and tested
by conducting a series of experiments in which a population of autonomous agents tries to
communicate about subsets of objects characterised by higher-order logic terms constructed
by recursively combining basic properties with higher-order logic operators such as negation, conjunction or disjunction. The results of the experiments we have performed show
that a language system for Boolean coordination emerges as a result of a process of selforganisation of the agents’ linguistic interactions when these agents adapt their preferences
for vocabulary, syntactic categories and word order to those they observe are used more often
by other agents. Such a language system uses linguistic devices such as syntactic categories,
word order and function words; and it can be reliably transmitted across generations.
The language systems the agents build in the experiments we have carried out allow the
unambiguous communication of higher-order logic terms representing logical combinations
of basic properties with non-trivial recursive structure. Therefore, from a semantic point of
view, they are as expressive as the language systems built in the experiments described in
[42]37 , and more expressive than the language systems constructed in the experiments reported in [27,41]. However, the conceptual system, linguistic system, and simplification and
repair operations of the agent-based model proposed in the present paper are more general
than those defined in [42], because they do not only allow the simulation of the emergence
and evolution of a language system for the Boolean coordination of basic properties, but also
for the Boolean coordination of higher-order logic terms of any Boolean type, which can
represent the meaning of simple sentences but also of constituents such as nouns, sentences,
verbs, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, prepositional phrases and others, taking advantage
of the expressiveness of the λ -calculus and categorial grammar.
The agent-based model proposed improves previous work on the emergence and evolution of grammar by introducing an elaborate conceptual system based on the λ -calculus
and higher-order logic, which allows the formal representation of the meaning of practically
any constituent of natural language expressions. It also puts forward the use of categorial
37 See appendix A of [42] for a discussion of the expressiveness of the language systems constructed in
the experiments reported in that paper, and a proof of the ability of such language systems to unambiguously
express every propositional logic formula, which are represented in [42] using Lisp-like notation [35, 34].
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grammar, which allows formalising a wide range of instances of coordination of Boolean
categories, including both traditional constituents and categories not traditionally analysed
as forming constituents. Furthermore, it defines simplification and repair operations that infer the meanings and syntactic categories of unknown subexpressions from the meanings
and syntactic categories of the subexpressions surrounding them in a given utterance, rather
than inducing new grammar rules from previous ones and inventing syntactic categories for
unknown subexpressions. In particular, the simplification operators defined in the present
paper are more general than those proposed in [27, 56, 41, 42], and they can be formulated
in a simpler manner by applying functional abstraction both at the semantic level and at the
syntactic level of an association.
Finally, more experiments have been conducted with respect to [41, 42], including different population sizes, turnover intervals, and fifty simulation runs with different random
seeds per experiment. The experiments studying language emergence we have carried out
show that the time to convergence (i.e. to reach full communicative success) and the number
of words invented and adopted per agent do not grow too fast with respect to the population
size. In particular, in the experiments we have conducted with population sizes between ten
and eighty agents, the time to convergence is less than 6 · n2 · ln(n), and the total number of
words invented by the population less than 6 · n, where n is the population size. In fact, the
percentage of words adopted per agent of the set of all the words invented by the population
decreases as the population size of the experiment is increased. All this indicates that emergence experiments based on the agent-based model proposed could scale for larger populations, given that neither the computational time nor the memory space requirements grow
too fast with the size of the population. Furthermore, the experiments studying language
transmission we have performed suggest that language transmission depends on the number
of games each agent can play during one turnover interval, which is equal to the length of
the turnover interval divided by the population size. In particular, the minimum number of
games per agent in one turnover interval required to guarantee language transmission can be
determined by: (1) the probability that a new agent will play a language game with another
agent that already knows the existing language (i.e. the population percentage that is not
replaced with new agents during one turnover interval); and (2) the intrinsic difficulty of the
language system the new agents must learn during the turnover interval.
In future work, we would like to study the emergence and evolution of language strategies rather than language systems. The language strategy used in [41] differs from that used
in [42] and from the language strategy proposed in the present paper. However, given that all
of them represent different approaches to solve the problem of Boolean coordination, they
could be better compared to each other within a framework that considers the emergence and
evolution of different language strategies co-existing in a given population and competing
with each other. In particular, such a framework may enable direct experimental comparison
between the approach proposed in the present paper and those used in [41] and [42]. Competition between such language strategies can be modeled using agent-based models, but it
can also be studied using ecosystem simulation and grammatical evolution techniques [3, 4].
A second line of research is the study and development of new language strategies based
on the co-evolution of syntax and semantics, i.e. on the coordination of the conceptual and
linguistic systems built by the individual agents, and not only on the coordination of their
linguistic systems. This may include the emergence and evolution of language systems for
Boolean coordination, non-Boolean coordination, or other aspects of language such as casesystems or phrase-structure.
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Fig. 5 Experiment studying language transmission: 10 agents and turnover interval of 1500 games.

Fig. 6 Experiment studying language transmission: 10 agents and turnover interval of 1000 games.

Fig. 7 Experiment studying language transmission: 10 agents and turnover interval of 500 games.
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Fig. 8 Experiment studying language transmission: 20 agents and turnover interval of 1500 games.

Fig. 9 Experiment studying language transmission: 20 agents and turnover interval of 1000 games.

Fig. 10 Experiment studying language transmission: 20 agents and turnover interval of 500 games.
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Fig. 11 Experiment studying language transmission: 40 agents and turnover interval of 1500 games.

Fig. 12 Experiment studying language transmission: 40 agents and turnover interval of 1000 games.

Fig. 13 Experiment studying language transmission: 40 agents and turnover interval of 800 games.
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Fig. 14 Experiment studying language transmission: 80 agents and turnover interval of 3000 games.

Fig. 15 Experiment studying language transmission: 80 agents and turnover interval of 2000 games.

Fig. 16 Experiment studying language transmission: 80 agents and turnover interval of 1500 games.

